DISCOVER YOUR

PERFECT COLOUR

PHILIPS HAIR SALONS
We have been creating beautiful hair for over 40 years. In that
time we have prided ourselves on excellent client care, ensuring
that each and every client receives not only beautiful hair but
also great personal hair care advice. To ensure quality and
state of the art techniques we have worked in unison with Wella
throughout this time.

MASTER COLOUR EXPERTS
Wella Koleston Perfect, winner of Salon Star Award on 5
consecutive occasions is trusted every day by stylists worldwide.
Here at Philips we are also committed to training our staff to
the highest standard, most recently two of our key members of
the management team became Wella Master Colour Experts,
the most advanced hairdressing qualification in the hair
industry. These passionate stylists are committed to sharing their
knowledge among their teams and with the stylist creating your
personal look today

MASTER COLOUR EXPERT ADVICE
Your hair is as unique as you are. We all have our own unique
depth, tone and hair strength. There are many possibilities out
there for colour but always take advice from an expert, don’t try
to cut corners and care for your hair like you would your skin
and then the possibilities are far greater
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YOUR PHILIPS
HAIR SALON
CONSULTATION
AS STYLISTS WE KNOW THAT THE SECOND
YOU SIT IN THE SALON CHAIR OUR EXPERTISE BECOMES
THE CATALYST TO CREATE THE LOOK THAT IDENTIFIES
WHO YOU REALLY ARE.
It is renowned for being the world’s iconic beauty spot but can be a daunting
experience for clients especially if you are new to the salon. At Philips Hair Salons we
will guide you through this in the most gentle and caring way. We will ask you questions
about you hair dreams but also care regime and lifestyle.
We assess not just the hair but the whole person including eye colour and skin tone
as this is a crucial base to creating the perfect colour result
During this consultation we may take tests of your hair and ask about the
colour history, being as open as possible with your stylist really helps us create the
perfect formulas for you.
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DARK COOL
DARK WARM

AMBER
HAZEL
BROWN

Skin Colour

MEDIUM DARK WARM

MEDIUM DARK COOL

WARM

Hair Colour

LIGHT WARM

LIGHT COOL

Eye Colour

GREEN

LIGHT WARM

BLUE

LIGHT COOL

GREY

COOL

The colour of your skin, eye and hair
can be broken into cool and warm
tones, and it is these colours and
tones that your expert stylist will use
to help select your true hair colour
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COUTURE BLEND
A beautiful blend of blonde and brown soft muted
tones enhancing your natural beauty
Service Benefits
• Working with natural warm tones this beautiful colour result will enhance
your natural colouring and add a stunning shimmer throughout
• Extensive tones and depth to choose from in our wide collection of permanent colour
• 100% coverage or subtle blend of greys
Longevity
• Permanent
Frequency
• Every eight to twelve weeks
After Care
Your stylist at Philips Hair Salon will ensure you are diagnosed with
your personal energy code ensuring your ultimate bounce, shine and
colour
longevity is achieved
our longev
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BOLD & VIBRANT
Strong and vibrant colour for the client who wants the ultimate wow factor
Service Benefits
• Personalise your look to suit your own personal style whilst looking after
the integrity of your hair to ensure shine and radiance
• Extensive tones and colours to choose from in our vast collection of permanent
and semi-oxidising colours
• Up to 100% coverage of greys
Longevity
• Permanent
Frequency
• This all depends on your personal hair care regime. Your Philips Stylist will give you
all the advice you need in your initial consultation so you know exactly what to expect
After Care
Keeping your tones fresh can be simple with
Wella Colour Fresh and having great advice from your stylist.
Philips Hair Salon stylists will always ensure you are diagnosed
with your personal energy code ensuring your ultimate bounce,
shine and colour longevity is achieved
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PERFECT PASTELS
Iridescent and pretty pastels with soft and muted tones
Service Benefits
• True personalisation for the fashion conscious client who likes to switch it up
with either subtle self-expression or dramatic statement looks
• Available in partial or full head
• Working with our Color Fresh CREATE, Colour Touch & Colour Touch Instamatics
range we give you the ultimate in nourishment and tone
Longevity
• This is key to remember, the pre-lighten stage is permanent however the tones
are temporary to semi-permanent. Your Philips Stylist will explain what this means in
full during your consultation
Frequency
• Your tone will last up to 10 shampoos
After Care
d questions in tthe back of the brochure
See our frequently asked
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RICH & LUMINOUS
Glossy rich brunettes never looked so good
Service Benefits
• Up to 100% coverage of grey hair
• High shine and luminous finish
• Subtle highs and lows to create beautiful colour to suit your natural skin tone
Longevity
• Permanent or Semi - Permanent
Frequency
• If you are grey naturally you will find you need your roots doing every six weeks however
if not and dependent on your lifestyle and care regime eight weeks is the average
After Care
Your stylist at Philips Hair Salon will ensure you are diagnosed with
your personal energy code ensuring your ultimate bounce, shine and
colour longevity is achieved
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GORGEOUS GREY
Working with natural colour and creating beautiful luminosity
Service Benefits
• This is beautiful for clients who don’t want the maintenance of full coverage but
want to blend and enhance naturally grey hair
• These colours and tones will add nourishment and shine as well as beautiful tone
• Available on full or partial head
Longevity
• Up to twelve shampoos
Frequency
• If you are grey naturally you will find you need your roots doing every six weeks however
if not and dependent on your lifestyle and care regime eight weeks is the average
After Care
Your stylist at Philips Hair Salon will ensure you are diagnosed with
your personal energy code ensuring your ultimate bounce, shine and
colour longevity is achieved
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GLOSSING
Get that quick glossy fix that every girl
needs sometimes
Service Benefits
• Beautiful and radiant shine is created in a non-committal service
• The fastest colour service we offer
• You can have this as a stand-alone service to enhance your colour or natural hair or you can
include it to your colour service
• Can be used to enhance or neutralise tone
Longevity
• Temporary or Semi-permanent
Frequency
• Up to 10 shampoos
After Care
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FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS
Do I really need a skin test?
Yes you really do. Para die or PPD
(paraphenlenediamine) could cause serious
allergic reactions. At Philips Hair Salons we take
great pride in ensuring every one of our clients has
beautiful hair but we will always do this in the most
professional way.
When you come for your colour consultation we
will skin test you (a minimum of 48 hours before
the colour service) for all the brands we use and
this will be logged on our database. That way
when you come to have your colour done all
options can be available.

How long will my colour services
take?
Many of the colour techniques you see now look
so soft and natural it’s hard to believe the level
of work that goes into them to achieve the look.
Many of the colours have been, lifted, blended and
toned; the application can take over an hour, the
development up to 45 minutes then the pre-toning
and toning. We always like to make this a relaxing
time for you but be prepared to be with us a while.
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Can I go from black to blonde?
Okay so this is a million dollar question and the
answer depends on many different things. Our
advice at Philips is always do it slowly. The slower
you lift the current colour and pigment from the
hair the better you are going to protect the integrity
of the hair and the more even the colour result will
be. All our stylists are trained to the highest level
and will be happy to give you a consultation and
explain this process in full. They will take tests of
your hair and they will carry out colour processes
on the tests to see what your hair can achieve.
It’s good to remember though that this is a highly
technical process and our senior staff such as
Artistic Directors are the most experienced in this
kind of colour work.

Can I have unicorn hair that will
last six weeks?
The short answer unfortunately is no.
To achieve these looks firstly the hair needs to be
pre lightened to base 10/0, in normal talk a very
very pale yellow. Think the inside of a banana,
and then the colours used to create these tones
are semi-oxidised or temporary colours so you will
get minimum longevity from them. It also hugely
depends on the current condition of your hair and
your hair care regime.
Our advice at Philips is stay away from shop
bought products as many of these contain metallic
salts and over time will damage the integrity of
your hair. Also if you want unicorn and it can
be achieved then go for it and enjoy the many
different shades you’ll get as it fades.

Is there really a difference in salon
shampoo to what you can buy in
the supermarket?
Yes yes yes there really is.
Don’t get me wrong the adverts are not telling
lies they really do contain Argon Oil or Vitamin
B or whatever the claim is. The difference though
is the amount of active complex in comparison to
detergents and sulphates. What you can buy in
salons is a much higher grade and quality without
the detergents and more of the goodness, plus
in the salon it comes with the experts support. At
Philips if you buy a product from us we ensure that
product comes with 100% technical support from
your stylist and they will always be happy to discuss
you hair care regime with you.

I can still see gold!
Okay so here is where we get technical. The darker
you are the more melanin you have. That melanin
comes in two different types; Eumelanin, brown and
black pigment and Pheomelanin, red and yellow
pigment, when we lift your hair we are removing
those pigments. Here’s the tricky part though the
Pheomelanin can be really tight and compact
and sometimes impossible to remove. This is why
often we need to tone but we can only tone to the
base you have lifted to if we are to get complete
neutralisation. It really is a minefield and with that
we are also working to protect the integrity of the
hair so the slower we get you to that beautiful
blonde the better.

Why do I need a colour saver?
The colour saver treatment closes down the
colour process and returns your hair to its natural
PH balance alongside wrapping the hair in all
manner of loveliness like beeswax and olive leaf
to ensure maximum nourishment.

What does Colour Correction
mean?
Colour correction basically can mean changing
depth or tone. In today’s trends we see this in
its most extreme circumstances. Such as clients
who are naturally dark, have very lightened
midlengths and ends with poor condition wanting
to go to soft muted ombres.
This is not always impossible however: going light
to dark involves replacing pigment through several
stages as going dark to light means removing
pigment in several stages.
This can take a highly skilled stylist many hours of
work not only while you are in the salon but also
the prep work such as testing to ensure the right
colour formula for your personal needs. Colour
correction is a very vast field and stylists work for
years to perfect this art. At Philips Hair Salons
we will always talk you through the full process
prior to your appointment and what this involves
including maintenance and after care. Colour
correction work does come with cost and time
implications however when done properly by an
expert the results can be beautiful and well worth
the time and money.
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@PhilipsHairSalons

www.philipshairsalons.co.uk
www.philipshairacademy.co.uk

